A straightforward explanation of the Young's two-slit experiment of a quantum particle is obtained within the framework of the Noncommutative Geometric associated with El Naschie's Cantorian-Fractal transfinite Spacetime continuum.
El Naschie finally showed that if, and only if, there is an equivalence between unions and intersections in the concerned space then we must have :
Where 4 + φ 3 = d critical = dim E (4) c = 4.236067.... The critical dimension coincides exactly with the Hausdorff dimension of the random set E (4) c which is embedded densely onto a smooth set of topological dimension equal to four. The backbone random set of dimension d (0) c = φ, a randomly constructed Cantor set, is embedded densely onto a set of topological dimension zero : a " point " . This justifies the notation
is the Hausdorff dimension of a randomly constructed space embedded onto a smooth manifold of integer topological dimension equal to n.
In the next section we shall provide a probabilistic argument to El Naschie's results by firstly following in detail the particular Peano-Hilbert path traversing the two-slits in a fashion to be described below. This provides a very natural explanation of negative probabilities within the framework of Noncommutative Geometry. And furthermore why there is an asymmetry of the randomly constructed Cantor Set E (4) c used by El Naschie in the Young's two-slit experiment.
Negative dimensions and Negative Entropies [5] were of crucial importance in the explicit numerical proof why the average spacetime dimension, over an infinity of dimensions ranging from −2 to ∞, is of the order of 4 + φ 3 [6] . This lends further creedence that there is must be a deeper resaon why we live in four domensions than the one provided by the compactification schemes of string, M theory : these attempts are no explanation as to why we live in four dimensions. For a discussion of the history of negative probabilities, and for that matter complex probability in QM, see the report article by Muckenheim [7] . For their role in p-Adic Quantum Mechanics see [8] . A detailed discussion of why there is no EPR paradoxes within the framework of the New Relativity Theory [9], linked to Cantorian-Fractal spacetimes , see [10] .
Negative Probabilities and Noncommutative Geometry
The probabilistic extension of El Naschie's dimensional arguments to explain the Young's two-slit experiment within the framework of Cantorian-Fractal spacetime requires choosing the Peano-Hilbert path from the source to the detector traversing the two slits in a particular fashion. The source of particles ( say and electron gun) is located far to the left of the partition with the two slits B, A. The slit B lies above the slit A. The detector lies far to the right of the partition. Region I is the one to the left of the partition. Region II is to the right.
Imagine the electron's path ( from the souce to the partition) impinging on the upper portion of slit B at an angle α ( which for simplicity we may take to be 45 degrees ) . Once it crosses slit B it experiences a zig-zag typical of a Peano-Hilbert geodesic fractal path in a clockwise fashion : the zig-zagging in region II, begins at point 1 with a sharp 90 o turn to the left reaching the vertex 2, where another 90 o turn to the right takes the electron to the vertex 3. Another two consecutive 90 o turns will take the particle from 3 back to the beginning 5, where the curve 12345 almost " closes " at points 1, 5 inside the slit B.
To sum up : The traversal of the first iteration of the Peano-Hilbert geodesic curve in region II to the right of the slit B is performed clockwise.
Once back in slit B the path zig-zags towards the point 6 in region I in a south-west bound fashion, at an angle perpendicular to the initial impinging direction to the partition ( south-east). At vertex 6, in region I, it zig-zags in a counterclockwise fashion beginning the second iteration of a Peano-Hilbert fractal geodesic path moving towards the lower edge of slit A. It crosses the lower edge of slit A and reaches vertex 7 when it performs a 90 o turn to the left reaching the vertex 8. Another counterclockwise turn from 8 back to the lower edge of slit B. It crosses slit B again at vertex 9 towards region I. A futher 90 o turn at vertex 9 , south-west bound towards vertex 6, and another 90 o turn, to cross finally the upper edge of the slit A , reaching the detector in region II at an angle α = 45 o . To sum up : The traversal of the second iteration of the Peano-Hilbert geodesic curve in regions I and II surrounding slits A and B is perfomed counterclockwise.
Notice the crucial difference between the two Peano-Hilbert geodesic paths. In the first case it exists to the right of the slit B while in the second case it exists in both regions I, II of the partition and it winds around both slits A, B. This essential difference will account for the numerical results that follow.
We will assign probablity magnitudes to the regions at A, B respectively :
The physical explanation of this goes as follows : The region around slit B is comprised of 3 lines. One line is right-flowing and two lines are left flowing. The region around slit A is comprised of only two right-flowing lines. It is natural to assign a higher dimensionality to the region around slit B than the one around A. The right flowing line in slit B could correspond to an upper bridge connecting regions I, II. And the two left-moving lines flow along a lower bridge connecting regions II, I ( like a knot). In slit A there is only one bridge ( where the two right-moving lines flow from I to II ).
Furthermore, in slit B the net flux is negative while in slit A is positive. In slit B there are two negative units of flux ( left moving) and one positive unit of flux ( right moving) giving a net flux of 1 − 2 = −1 ( left moving). In region A there are two positive units of right moving flux so net flux is 2 ( positive).
For these reasons we will assign dif f erent magnitudes and signs to p B w.r.t p A :
The Noncommutative nature of Cantorian-Fractal spacetime [1] is expressed explicitly as :
Using the standard definitions of conditional probabilities :
p(A|B) is the conditional probability for A provided B has occured. p(B|A) is the conditional probability for B provided A has occured. p(A|B) is associated with the first iteration of the Peano-Hilbert geodesics . It is the probability that the Peano-Hilbert geodesic which left slit B will zig-zag around point 6 and enter the slit A below. And vice versa, p(B|A) is associated with the probability that the second iteration of the Peano-Hilbert geodesic, around slit A, will wind around slit B after having gone through slit A.
However, p(A ∧ B) = −p(B ∧ A) = −φ 3 is the joint probability associated with both events A, B to take place and coexist simultaneously. This is possible in a cantorian-Fractal spacetime which is in essence a " Noncommutative Pointless" geometry. The Noncommutative nature of the Cantorian-Fractal spacetime E (∞) c is the one responsible for the fact that p(A ∧ B) = −p(B ∧ A). To check that negative probabilities do not violate unitarity we must verfy that the sums of all probablities does not exceed unity. In fact the net sum equals unity exactly ! :
Is this all nothing but a numerical coincidence or design that we live in 4 + φ 3 [6] ? And that 4 + φ 3 is also the average dimension of the Cantorian-Fractal spacetime E Concluding, the Noncommutative nature of Cantorian-Fractal spacetime [1] combined with the notion of the inherent negative probability assigned to a Peano-Hilbert " loop " around the region of slit B, because its orientation is opposite to the Peano-Hilbert " loop" located in the region around slit A, explains in a very straightforward ( but non-classical) fashion the wave-particle duality of an indivisible quantum-particle. The Noncommutative Cantorian-Fractal spacetime is not a classical space. This supports further the interpretation of the Schroedinger equation by Nagasawa as two dual diffusion equations [5] , one forward and the other backwards in time , which also agrees with Nottale's [5] fractal geodesics behaviour of the Young's two-slit experiment and El Naschie complex time and G. Ord's spiral gravity models [1] .
